
ABSTRACT

GREEN, ELAINE WESLEE. A Marshland of Ethnolinguistic Boundaries:  Conflicting Past
and Present Be Paradigms in Coastal Carolina Speech.  (Under the direction of Walt
Wolfram, William C. Friday Distinguished Professor)

This thesis investigates the extent to which localized contact situations figure in

the early development of African-American speech.  The history and development of

African American Vernacular English (AAVE) has been shrouded in debate over the

last thirty years, with studies of AAVE often turning up more questions than answers. 

Because many African American varieties of English have their roots in the rural

Southern United States, evidence from the longstanding, bi-racial insular contact

situation in Hyde County, North Carolina, provides a valuable opportunity to shed light

on the earlier development of African-American speech.

This thesis focuses on the morphosyntactic features of past tense be and copula

absence as two variables diagnostic in situating ethnolinguistic alignment for this

African-American community.  I examine these two variables in order to compare

regional incorporation against long term distinctiveness as a means of highlighting

ethnolinguistic boundaries within the community’s linguistic development.  Since

previous studies of past tense be in the speech of the neighboring Anglo-American

communities have reported two distinct paradigms for negated past be, this feature is

especially valuable as a socially diagnostic variable: the regularized form for the Anglo-

American speakers of the Pamlico Sound dialect, specifically Ocracoke Island

(Schilling-Estes and Wolfram 1994), is based on polarity (weren’t for negative, as in



She weren't here; and was for positive, as in She was here),  while studies of AAVE

(Weldon 1994) found wasn’t (e.g. They wasn't here) as the regularized form regardless

of polarity.  Another diagnostic feature for this community is copula/auxiliary deletion

(e.g. She nice):  copula absence is not found in local varieties of the Anglo-American

Pamlico Sound English, but it is a noteworthy feature of  AAVE in Hyde County and

elsewhere.

The analysis examines speech samples for 32 Anglo-American and African-

American Hyde County speakers that show disparate patterns of ethnolinguistic

alignment.  I hypothesize that this mixed alignment patterning is attributable to the long-

term effects of ethnic boundaries within a broader context of localized coastal identity. 

At the same time, I also hypothesize that AAVE in Hyde County is moving away from

that local dialect identity towards a more uniform AAVE norm as part of the larger

cultural reorientation of African American identity that evolved coterminous with the

Civil Rights movement and school desegregation.
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 1.  INTRODUCTION   

Sociolinguistic examination of African-American speech has in many ways

provided more questions than answers, especially regarding the history and development

of African American Vernacular English (AAVE).  A number of studies have suggested

that earlier versions of African-American speech were very similar to varieties spoken

by earlier Anglo-Americans, and that the relative uniformity and distinctiveness of

AAVE has been a more recent development (Montgomery, Fuller, & DeMarse, 1993;

Montgomery & Fuller, 1996; Bailey and Maynor, 1987).  Examining the extent to which

regional patterns influence AAVE allows us to better understand change in

contemporary AAVE, as well as how localized contact situations figured in the early

development of AAVE.  As Weldon (1994: 359) notes, “much of the research on

African American Vernacular English (AAVE) has centered around a debate over its

synchronic status and its diachronic development.” 

From this debate, two primary schools of thought seem to have emerged.  While

one explanation posits that AAVE is rooted in British based dialects, and thus shares its

source with white vernacular Englishes (Kurath, 1949; McDavid, 1969; McDavid &

McDavid, 1971; Davis 1971), the other hypothesis argues that AAVE developed out of

a creole language that resulted from contact between African slaves and their overseers
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(Stewart, 1967, 1968; Dillard, 1972; Rickford, 1977; Baugh, 1980; Holm, 1984;

Singler, 1991; Winford, 1992a, 1992b).  Both approaches have emerged as the

“consensus” position throughout  the various cycles of the debate as new data emerges

and old theories are revised; however, as Labov (1998:115) notes, “given the active

state of research on AAVE... any attempt to state a general consensus can only be

momentarily successful.”

While the dialectologists have presented a great deal of evidence documenting

overlap between AAVE and Anglo-American English varieties, especially in the South

(Bailey and Maynor, 1987), the dilemma is to determine if such evidence supports

arguments of convergence or claims of divergence.  In other words, is the synchronic

form of AAVE that is being documented today the result of gradual divergence from

post-colonial Anglo-American dialects of English or the product of gradual

decreolization from an earlier creole source?  A great deal of the contention focuses on

the grammar of AAVE.  The dialectologists’ evidence for the Anglicist hypothesis

seems to suggest that although AAVE realizes certain forms differently, it shares the

same grammar as other varieties of English (Labov, 1972).  The creole hypothesis, on

the other hand, supposes a distinct grammar underlying AAVE’s separate and

autonomous system (B. Bailey, 1965; Stewart, 1967, 1968).

In some ways the politics of these polarized perspectives has clouded the

scholarly debate, indicating a need to expand our gaze as we look for a clearer

understanding of the historical and contemporary speech of African Americans.  Recent

studies such as the examination of English varieties spoken by black expatriates point to
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the importance of investigating black communities that have lived in long-term relative

isolation.  For example, in their examination of black expatriate varieties of English,

Poplack and Sankoff (1987) and Poplack and Tagliamonte (1989, 1991) found a much

greater similarity to post-colonial Anglo-American varieties than a presumed creole

predecessor would be expected to show.  At the same time, there have been similar

studies that have found evidence that seem to suggest the opposite.  Data from an

expatriate black population that migrated to Liberia in the 1800s (Singler, 1989), for

example, seem to support the Creolist hypothesis rather than the Anglicist hypothesis. 

Likewise, Hannah’s (1997) alternative analysis of data from the same expatriate black

community in Samaná that Poplack and Tagliamnote (1989, 1991) studied also offers an

analysis consonant with the Creolist rather than the Anglicist position represented in

Poplack and Sankoff (1987) and Poplack and Tagliamonte (1989).1 

Both vantage points on earlier AAVE would, however, certainly agree on the

need for the closer examination of the relationship of AAVE to cohort regional Anglo

varieties.  Now that researchers have established a common core of features that seem to

demarcate AAVE as a unique ethnolinguistic variety (e.g. habitual be, third singular –s

absence, copula deletion), we need to expand our understanding of the diversity within

the varieties of African-American speech, including AAVE.  For example, although

recent evidence suggests that the earlier speech of some African Americans was not

appreciably different from that of post-colonial Anglo-American varieties (e.g.

Montgomery, et al., 1993; Montgomery & Fuller, 1996), the extent to which African

Americans assimilated regional speech patterns is not clear.  For this reason, examining
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evidence from a longstanding, bi-racial, insular contact situation in the rural Southern

United States can shed light on the earlier development of African-American speech. 

Hyde County, North Carolina, the site of the study reported here, is primarily a

bi-racial community of African Americans and Anglo Americans who have been

geographically isolated for almost three centuries in the marshlands of coastal North

Carolina.  The county was first colonized by Europeans around the turn of the 18th

century, making it one of the oldest Anglo-American settlement communities in North

Carolina.  Shortly thereafter, African Americans were brought to the area (Kay & Cary,

1995).

This region of North Carolina is well-known for its distinctive Pamlico Sound

English dialect, which is shared with the surrounding Outer Banks communities

(Wolfram and Schilling-Estes, 1997).  In fact, Ocracoke, the site of extensive

sociolinguistic study in recent years (Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1995; Wolfram and

Schilling-Estes, 1997; Wolfram, Hazen, & Schilling-Estes, 1998), is located within

Hyde County, though it is separated from mainland Hyde County by 20 miles of water. 

At the same time, Hyde County is also notable for its polarized ethnic boundaries

between the Anglo and African-American communities (Cecelski, 1994).  The potential

for ethnolinguistic demarcation implied by such a contact situation provides an ideal

setting for the examination of several critical issues regarding the historical

development of AAVE. 

More specifically, the unique sociolinguistic context of a long-term, relatively

insular bi-racial situation featuring a distinctive Anglo-American variety affords an
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interesting opportunity for insight into the extent to which earlier AAVE shared in local

dialect patterning.  At the same time, the historical continuity of the African-American

community in the region— almost three centuries old now— should provide an

important perspective on the possible genesis and early development of AAVE.  Finally,

Hyde County’s current sociolinguistic setting offers insight into how African-American

speech is presently developing with respect to local Anglo-American vernacular

varieties of English and other varieties of AAVE.

Using both synchronic and diachronic evidence, this examination works to better

contextualize the historical and current development of contemporary AAVE. 

Specifically, this thesis studies the morphosyntactic features of past tense be and copula

absence as a means of highlighting ethnolinguistic boundaries within the community’s

linguistic development.  Examining the use of these socially diagnostic features in the

speech of this community allows comparison of regional accommodation against long-

term distinctiveness.  The paradigm for negated past be is especially telling since

previous studies of this variable in the Pamlico Sound area have reported two distinct

paradigms for negated past be: the regularized form for the Anglo-American speakers of

the Pamlico Sound dialect, specifically Ocracoke Island (Schilling-Estes and Wolfram,

1994), is based on polarity (weren’t for negative, as in She weren't here; and was for

positive, as in She was here), while studies of AAVE (Weldon, 1994) found wasn’t (e.g.

They wasn't here) as the regularized form regardless of polarity.  Another diagnostic

feature for Pamlico Sound English is copula/auxiliary deletion (e.g. She nice):  copula

absence is not found in Anglo-American Pamlico Sound English, but it is a noteworthy
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feature of  AAVE in Hyde County and elsewhere.

The analysis considers speech samples from 32 African-American Hyde County

speakers who show disparate patterns of ethnolinguistic alignment.  Past be among

African Americans aligns them with the Pamlico Sound Anglo-American community

for older speakers, while copula absence for all generations shows alignment with other

AAVE communities rather than the local Anglo-American community.  I hypothesize

that this mixed alignment patterning is attributable to the long-term effects of ethnic

boundaries within a broader context of localized coastal identity.  At the same time, I

also hypothesize that AAVE in Hyde County is moving away from that regional dialect

identity towards a more uniform AAVE norm as part of the larger cultural reorientation

of African-American identity that has been evolving since the Civil Rights movement

and school desegregation.  The present data from Hyde County, then, complements

recent corpora since examining how these changing ethnolinguistic boundaries may

align this particular community provides insight into the more broadly based cultural

reorientation within the African-American community in the latter half of the 20th

century. 
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1 A great deal of contention continues to surround the evidence from these expatriate communities. 
Singler (1998) points out that the social demographics of some of the original groups that established
these expatriate communities, especially the Samaná population, would not necessarily correlate with
vernacular speakers.  Singler suggests that because many of the speakers of the original populations were
from Northern cities with relatively middle–class status the varieties of English they would have brought
with them would consequently have been less vernacular.
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2.   THE SOCIOHISTORICAL CONTEXT

As noted above, Hyde County is strategically located in a region known for its

unique dialect, the so-called “Outer Banks brogue”  (Chater, 1926; Morgan, 1960;

Howren, 1962; Jaffe, 1973; Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1995, 1997; Wolfram, Hazen,

& Schilling-Estes, 1998). This dialect area encompasses not only the Outer Banks

barrier islands, but the coastal mainland immediately adjacent to it.  Figure 2.1 indicates

the location of Hyde County and delineates the approximate region where the traditional

Outer Banks dialect, or perhaps more accurately, the “Pamlico Sound dialect,” is

spoken.1

Figure 2.1:  Approximate Outline of “Brogue” Accents, ca. 1900
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3.   METHODOLOGY

3.1  THE SAMPLE

As part of The North Carolina Language and Life Project (NCLLP),  we began

conducting interviews in Hyde County in early 1997.  The initial approach was to

interview elderly residents in the local nursing home located near Swan Quarter, the

unincorporated county seat of Hyde County.  From one of those interviews we then

made initial contact with other residents in the Hyde County community by contacting

relatives of the nursing home residents who were still living in the area, specifically the

town of Englehard.  In this way, we were able to approach a group with which we had

"no pre-existing personal ties" (Milroy, 1987:  35).  Since that initial contact, the

NCLLP has interviewed over 100 residents of the community, focusing primarily on the

African-American community in Englehard.  Within the African-American community,

we focused (initially) on recording older speakers in an effort to determine the early

vernacular structure of the speech community.  To date, we have interviewed 75

African-American members of the community in 58 interviews.  The age range of the

speakers spans a century in apparent time, including those born as early as the 1890s to

those born in the 1990s. 

The sample used for this analysis consists of 32 African-American Hyde County

speakers born between 1905 and 1983.  I selected the subject pool for this study as a
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subset of the total number of interviewed speakers so as to balance such factors as sex

and age, while also attempting to choose vernacular speakers representative of the

community.  The 32-speaker subset represents a cross section of four age groups equally

divided between both sexes, with four per cell.  I relied on my own ethnographic

insights to determine “vernacularity,”  based on my familiarity with the community. 

Because tokens of negated past tense be often do not occur in every interview, speakers

were also eliminated from the subject pool unless their speech sample contained at least

4 tokens of potential examples of negative past be leveling; in other words, each speaker

negates a past tense be construction at least four times in their interview. This was the

only other criterion used for narrowing down the subject pool. 

Unlike many sociolinguistic studies,  I did not consider economic status as a

significant variable because there is not much difference within my subject pool. 

Almost none of the subjects of this study would even meet the standards for being

considered middle-class by a standard socio-economic analysis.  Indeed, considering the

county’s disproportionate distribution of wealth between the Anglo and African-

American populations, Max Weber’s model of social class based on a group’s economic

“life chances” comes closest to capturing the county’s stratification (Rickford, 1986:

217).  The true difficulty, however, is in determining stratification within the African-

American community, which would require extensive participant observation to

discover if more subtle nuances within class status play a role a significant role in social

groupings within the community.  Until such intensive study can be completed,

correlations between social class and linguistic variation will necessarily be limited to
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the county’s more overt distinction between the two primary ethnic groups. 

Consequently, social class as an external factor is a secondary concern of this study.

Instead, the main social factor I consider for this study is age.  I divided the

community into four age groups by convenient generational divisions among the

speakers in my sample.  The categories Old, Senior, Middle, and Young in my subject

pool roughly correspond to generations of a family.1  For the most part, if a parent was

included in one age group (for example, Old), their children would be included in the

next age group (in this case, Senior), with grandchildren in the following category

(Middle), and so forth.  As a result, the older half of the population of speakers was

subdivided into two groups:  speakers born between 1905 and 1920 were included in the

Old category, while those born between 1924 and 1949 were included in the Senior

category.  Likewise, the younger half was divided into a Middle category with speakers

born between 1953 and 1963 and a Young category of speakers born between 1971 and

1983.  These divisions in age are presented below in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 :  The Demographics of the Subject Pool

AGE
CATEGOR

Y

SPEAKER
#

YEAR OF
BIRTH

AGE
CATEGOR

Y

SPEAKER
#

YEAR OF
BIRTH

02 1906 46 1924
Old 01 1910 Senior 11 1942
(1905-1920) 22 1906 (1924-1949) 44 1948
75-100 31 1913 49-74 50 1943

16 1906 03 1935
17 1920 23 1934
14 1905 45 1939
43 1918 49 1949
30 1954 42 1971

Middle 40 1959 Young 28 1977
(1953-1963) 12 1955 (1971-1983) 33 1982
30-48 38 1963 15-29 41 1981

47 1953 04 1975
24 1953 48 1979
05 1958 35 1983
06 1955 20 1981

   *The shaded boxes indicate the 4 male speakers included in each age category.

3.2  THE INTERVIEWS

As I mentioned above, we initially networked into the Hyde County community

by contacting relatives of residents living in the local nursing home in a modified social

network procedure (Milroy, 1987).  These initial interviews were conducted based on a

set of appropriate interview modules adapted from our other studies in some of the

neighboring communities.  Later interviews, however, combined these modules with the

Family Tree Method (FTM), a proactive technique I developed for fieldwork as part of
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an extension of Wolfram and Schilling-Estes’ linguistic gratuity principle:  “researchers

should actively pursue positive ways in which they can return linguistic favors to the

community” (1995:717).  The FTM  alters the traditional sociolinguistic interview by

selecting different members of extended families for interviewing as a basis for

generating a family tree.  In an FTM interview, participants are asked direct questions

about their family genealogy, to which they respond by talking about relations with

various nuclear and extended family members. 

The idea to piece together an actual family tree developed out of an interesting

comment made (unfortunately off tape) at the end of one of the first interviews in Hyde

County.  While discussing her family’s history in the area, one of the community

participants confided to me that her great-grandfather (one of the original contacts from

the nursing home) had been the grandchild of slaves.  Naturally, this piqued our

curiosity since documenting descendancy from local slaves would suggest interesting

implications for our study of AAVE in such an historically isolated African-American

community.  But more than just validating our study, the idea of altering the usual one-

way, parasitic relationship between researchers and the members of the speech

community made the idea even more desirable.  Moreover, the family tree used as a

proactive technique for interviewing yielded a number of unexpected benefits in terms

of conducting fieldwork.  As I discuss in the paper, “The Sociolinguistic Interview

Meets the Family: Leveling the Recording Field”(under review), the FTM is more than

just an example of how to facilitate field work; the shared goal of producing a family

tree can help us rethink important theoretical dimensions of fieldwork techniques.
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In terms of this study, however, the FTM’s practical application in obtaining

sociolinguistic data was by far its greatest value.  Interviews were included in the

sample regardless of which fieldwork technique was used because, although there may

have been some consequences in terms of conversational themes and the occurrence of

particular structural features due to the differential topic focus in the different formats,

both interviewing techniques led to extended conversations and significant amounts of

casual speech data.  In fact, even though the format of some of these interviews focused

on discussions of family lineage, use of the FTM was often intermixed with, or followed

by, the more traditional format of a highly conversational sociolinguistic interview. 

Regardless of format, most of the interviews lasted from one to two hours long. 

My primary analysis for this study is based on data drawn from the conversational

portion of the tape-recorded interviews.  The interviewers included both Anglo

American and African American interviewers of different ages and both sexes since

most of the interviews were conducted by myself with an additional interviewer.  This

study, however, does not focus on the effect of the interviewer’s ethnicity, sex, or age as

a primary variable for consideration. 

3.3  THE DATA

This analysis focuses on the variation in the past and present tense paradigm of

the verb to be.  The analysis is based on 3,135 tokens of the verb to be, with 2,087 past
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tense tokens and 1,048 present tense tokens.  I correlate variants of the two paradigms

with both internal and external constraints.  A systematic distributional analysis of

internal constraints correlates the variable of past and present be in all forms with the

linguistic variants of the person-number of the subject and the type of subject (i.e.

personal pronoun, noun phrase, etc…).  Likewise, I also examine both paradigms using

a multivariate analysis of the relevant internal and external factors.  My analysis

primarily focuses on the external constraint of age, with ethnicity as a secondary

consideration.

The token numbers given above are actually capped token numbers; for the sake

of efficiency, I limited the extraction of the present tense tokens to the first 50 examples

of potential copula deletion contexts.  I also limited the extraction of  potential past be

tokens in the positive paradigm to the first 25 tokens that occurred after first singular

(1sg) or third singular (3sg) pronoun subjects since this context of past be usually

produces categorical was (since either standard speakers or vernacular speakers leveling

the paradigm to one form would most likely use was in this context).2  I coded the data

as I extracted it from the tape-recordings using Microsoft’s relational database software

program, Access 95. 

3.3. 1  Extraction and Coding

Although there are variations in the individual phonetic representations of the

variants in the respective paradigms, with relatively few exceptions the morphological

forms could be distinguished on the basis of sibilance and vowel quality.  In the study of
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past tense be, the morphological forms are the variants being studied.  For the most part

there are two variants in the past tense context, one with a sibilant [s], which was coded

as was or wasn’t and one without, which was (with a few exceptions)3 coded as were or

weren’t. 

There are three morphological forms in the present tense paradigm; however,

they are not the variants for the dependant variable of copula absence.  The three

variants studied for present tense be were the varying realizations of the two

morphological forms is and are:  a speaker can either produce a full form, as in (a); a

contracted form, as in (b); or a null form as in (c). 

a. She is home.
We are going home.

b. She’s home.
We’re going home.

c. She ø home.
      We ø going home.

The realization of the variant morphological forms was identified impressionistically,

and coded as either full, contracted, or deleted.  As with past tense be, the

morphological forms were easily disambiguated on the basis of sibilance and vowel

quality since only two morphological forms (is and are) were considered for the study. 

The full and contracted forms with a sibilant [s] or [z] were coded as is, while those

without were coded as are.

During extraction, each context was coded for a number of semantic and

syntactic features that have been claimed to constrain the occurrence of non-standard

forms of the verb be.  Both the present and past tense paradigms were coded for subject
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type (full noun phrase (NP), pronoun (Pro), or extistential noun phrase (Ext)) and

grammatical person and number (i.e. 1st singular, 3rd plural, etc…).  The only

differences made in the coding of the two paradigms were that present tense be was

additionally coded for following syntactic environment (i.e. predicate complement type),

while past tense be was separately coded for polarity.  Polarity was simply coded as

either positive or negative.  The types of predicate complement in the following

syntactic environment were coded as:

NP          noun phrase  as in She ø the woman.
AdjP       adjective phrase  as in She ø nice.
Loc    locative  as in She ø in the yard.
Ving       verb + ing  as in She ø running.
Gonna     “gonna” as in She ø gonna go.

Because the data for this analysis was extracted from tape-recorded interviews,

issues of methodology and reliability were a concern.  Since most studies of variation

analysis rely on impressionistic tabulation of the variants, it is important that researchers

actively check the reliability of their “impressions” whenever possible.  Indeed, as

Wolfram (1993:215) suggests, such issues need to be “confronted squarely in the

extraction of data, and cases for which reliability cannot be attained should not enter

into the measurement of variability.”  Following this prescription,  I relied on my fellow

North Carolina Language and Life Project colleagues to collaboratively determine any

questionable cases, and did not include in the tabulation any of those cases which could

not be reliably determined.  I am also grateful to my colleagues for double checking my

work on the numerous occasions throughout the process of data extraction when I felt
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my “impressions” needed validation. 

Although interjudge reliability was not a major concern since I was the sole

researcher extracting data, issues of intrajudge reliability were still of concern.  For this

reason, in addition to checking the reliability of my extraction, I also thoroughly

checked my coding for consistency.  Not only did I rely on my colleagues for

determining questionable cases, I also relied on them to verify my coding decisions

whenever data were ambiguous or did not clearly fall into one particular category of the

coding.  I was also able to control for consistency in my data because I compiled my

data in a relational computer database.  The computerized database not only facilitated

the tabulation of my data when I had completed the data extraction, but also enabled me

to run queries to check the database for coding inconsistencies and typos.

3.3.2  Tabulation and Analysis

Excluded from the final tabulations of both past and present be were

phonetically homorganic contexts, as in (a), and false starts, as in (b).

a.  um, when I was sixteen (04, 040)4

                 you’re ready to fight (02, 420)

b.  he was fr—  lived in Norfolk  (02, 511) 
     the boy’s—the oldest boy’s twenty-four (06, 056)       

In addition, the tabulation of the present tense be data did not include the tokens that

have become known in variation studies of copula deletion as the “don’t count” cases. 

Such cases include ambiguous and indeterminate examples, as well as occurrences of
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the copula that have been shown to exhibit categorical behavior. 

Using Blake’s (1997) review of “don’t count” forms as a guide, I excluded past

tense forms of the copula such as (a), occurrences in clause-final position (b), tokens

under primary stress (c), examples of nonfinite and habitual be (d), and questions (e). 

a.  Bernice born in fifty (03, 2155)
b.  he’s kind of a big feller, R. S. is (02, 267)
c.  'cause peoples today is not raising their children like we was raising 'em

(16, 931)
d.  they be selling clothes (28, 134)
     when the people be coming from other towns (35, 368)
e.  what is it? (02, 509)

For the sake of comparability, I did not count tokens with it, that, and what subjects

since these cases have been excluded in the vast majority of previous studies based on

their near-categorical behavior.  For the same reason I did not count tokens occurring

with existential subjects.  Also, as I indicated above, I did not count the neutralized

contexts referred to by Blake (1997) as following sibilant (FS) and following r (FR). 

I tried to be consistent in following Blake’s recommendations for systematic

comparability; however, my extraction and tabulation differed from Blake’s model in a

few ways.  Although Blake makes a cogent argument for the need to study the use of

first person copula in order to “differentiate among African American dialects” (i.e.

Caribbean creoles vs. AAVE) (1997:76), such work was not within the scope of this

study.  Instead, I followed the example of previous studies and did not include tokens of

am.  Likewise, determining the use of ain’t in this speech community was not a feasible

component of this analysis (especially since this community uses ain’t for didn’t). 
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Although ain’t and other contracted negatives were not included in the final tabulation

of present tense be, full negative forms with contractable copulas were (e.g.  they’re not

allowed (04,524) but not  that’s where you live idn’t it? (02, 17)).

In the analysis of the data, I use several quantitative methods to measure the rate

of occurrence and the effect of the internal linguistic and external social constraints on

the variables.  In addition to raw frequency counts, I employ summary descriptive

measures such as percentages.  In the past, percentages for copula absence have been

tabulated by different methods, and thus the subject of great debate (Rickford et

al.,1991).  In order to make my data available for comparison, I follow the general

procedure of calculating the percentage of absence out of the total number of contracted

and full forms (absent) /(contracted + absent + full).

Another important methodological question for the tabulation of copula absence

concerns the missing form:  when the form is absent, how do you determine which form

was deleted?  Many vernacular varieties, including AAVE, regularize the irregular

paradigm of the verb to be by leveling the variants to one pivot form, most often is. 

Consequently, determining which form was deleted for incidences of copula absence

becomes problematic.  Wolfram (1974) presents this dilemma for researchers,

suggesting that researchers determine the extent of is leveling for the variety, and then

appropriately adjust the figures if the regularization is greater than 10 percent.  The rate

of is leveling was determined by examining the total number of full and contracted

forms that followed plural subjects, and tabulating the total number of tokens for each

of the two forms, are and is, that occurred within that environment.  In the data
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collected for present tense be, nearly half (49.2 percent) of all the occurrences in which

some form of the copula was present were leveled to is.  With such extensive is

leveling, it was necessary to adjust the tabulations for copula absence.  To account for

the is leveling, 49.2 percent of the192 plural tokens of copula absence were counted as

deletions of is rather than deletions of are.  Specifically, 94 of the 192 tokens of copula

absence were distributed between the age categories (based on each category’s

individual rate of is leveling) and re-tabulated as tokens of deleted is.  I present this data

in more detail as part of my discussion below of copula absence.

For variable data, I performed variable rule analysis using VARBRUL, a multiple

regression software package.  In this analysis I used the VARBRUL 2 System MS-DOS

version developed at the University of  Pennsylvania and distributed by Susan Pintzuk. 

This probabilistic-based, multivariate statistical program calculates the relative

contributions of different factors independently to the application or non-application of

a variable process (Cedergen and Sankoff ,1974; Sankoff and Labov, 1979; Guy, 1980).

 VARBRUL determines the input probability as the likelihood of the rule application apart

from the influence of the constraining factors.

Factors within each factor group are assigned a weighting by VARBRUL as a

number between 0 and 1, with the mid weighting as .5.  Factor groups may consist of

independent linguistic constraints, such as linguistic environment in the case of subject

type preceding instances of past be leveling; or of external, social constraints, such as

the age groups identified in this study.  In the binomial model, a factor with a value

greater than .5 favors the application of the process or the rule, whereas a value of less
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than .5 disfavors its application.  In this way, a weighting that falls closer to1 indicates

that the factor has a greater positive influence on the occurrence of the variable process

in question.  Conversely, the closer the weighting falls to 0, the more negative an

influence that factor has on the variable process.  For example, a weighting of .28

assigned for weren’t in first person singular environments (e.g. I weren’t) would

indicate that the occurrence of weren’t is disfavored in this environment, as compared

with other factors. 
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1 There was one exception to this correspondence between age group and family
generation.  Although speakers 44 and 49 are two of speaker number 46’s children (and
thus are two generations of the same family), both generations were included in the
Senior age category.
2 If a speaker produced any positive examples of leveled past be in this environment (i.e.
I were, She were), extraction was not limited in this context.  In such cases I instead
extracted and tabulated all of the tokens in this potential environment for those speakers.
3 In a few isolated incidents, vowel quality overruled sibilance as the basis of coding. 
For example, because of vowel quality a few tokens of wa were coded as was.
4 (speaker #, counter number)
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4  PAST TENSE BE

4.1 REGULARIZATION OF THE PAST TENSE BE PARADIGM

The irregularity of the English verb be makes it especially susceptible to the

regularizing pressures of language change.  As Tagliamonte (forthcoming:1) observes,

“was/were variation presents an intriguing linguistic feature in which to examine

linguistic variation and change” since, despite the widespread alternation between these

forms in so many dialects around the globe, there is still relatively little known about the

origin and evolution of this alternation.  Although most of our current understanding of

the variation of this feature is based on synchronic studies, there is a great deal of

diachronic evidence to suggest that inherent variation in the system, including possible

analogical leveling, is not only longstanding, but perhaps due to longitudinal

restructuring of the past tense be paradigm.  For further discussion of this diachronic

perspective, see Hazen (forthcoming) and Tagliamonte (1997); both works point to

historical evidence for longstanding past be variation to contextualize their respective

synchronic studies.  Hazen (forthcoming) provides a thorough overview of the historical

developments of past tense be to provide a linguistic, historical context, and

Tagliamonte (1997), citing a number of studies of early historical texts, presents

extensive diachronic evidence that “as far back as ME, the occurrence of was was never

partitioned across the verbal paradigm precisely in accordance with contemporary
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prescriptive rules,” suggesting “inherent variation within the system, including possible

analogical leveling”(4).

As Schilling-Estes and Wolfram (1994:273) point out, the "regularization of

language paradigms through analogical leveling is a common linguistic practice among

the world's languages... [and] there are many instances where leveling within a single

paradigm is based on one allomorph in one dialect or language area."  Analogical

leveling for finite be has been well documented in a number of studies (e.g. Christian,

Wolfram, & Dube, 1988; Feagin, 1979; Labov, 1972; Wolfram & Christian, 1976). 

While the literature most often presents is and was as the principal pivot forms in the

regularization of be (e.g. I/ you/ she/ we/ they is in the present tense and I/ you/ she/ we/

they was for past tense), there is also evidence of alternative patterns of leveling for this

paradigm.  For example, past be leveling to were (e.g. I/ you/ she/ they were) has been

well documented in vernacular speech in England (Orton, et al., 1978; Cheshire, 1982:

46; Trudgill, 1990: 98; Britain, 1997; Tagliamonte, forthcoming).  More importantly,

because of these alternative ways that vernacular varieties of English level be, and since

almost all vernacular varieties level finite be, this feature serves as "an ideal socially

diagnostic linguistic variable, because social groups readily can be differentiated based

on how and to what extent they use leveled be" (Schilling-Estes and Wolfram, 1994:

275). 
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4.2   PAST BE IN PAMLICO SOUND ENGLISH

One of the many features that has been investigated in Pamlico Sound English

(PSE) is the patterning of the past be paradigm.  Although leveling to was is quite

common in English vernaculars around the world (Chambers, 1995: 243), PSE

participates in a much more restricted, remorphologized version of weren’t leveling

among English dialects (Trudgill, 1990; Cheshire, 1982; Schilling-Estes & Wolfram,

1994; Britain, 1997; Schilling-Estes, 1997; Wolfram & Sellers, forthcoming).  In their

study of PSE on Ocracoke Island, Schilling-Estes and Wolfram (1994) found a

distinctive pattern of regularization for past tense be based on polarity. 

In PSE, variable leveling to was takes place in positive constructions (e.g. They

was home; The dogs was at home ) and leveling to weren’t takes place in negatives (e.g.

I weren’t home; There weren’t a dog there ).  Schilling-Estes and Wolfram (1994)

found that "the were leveling that is so noteworthy in Ocracoke English co-exists with

the more widespread and common was leveling alternative" (1994: 283), but that the

leveling to were was almost exclusively restricted to negatives compared to the

restricted leveling to was that only occurred in the positive paradigm.  As Tagliamonte

(1997) notes, significant internal grammatical conditioning affects weren’t leveling,

with negation being the most favoring effect (Cheshire, 1982; Schilling-Estes &

Wolfram, 1994; Britain, 1997).  For this reason, the positive and negative paradigms

will be treated as separate in this discussion as well.
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4.3   PAST BE IN AFRICAN AMERICAN VERNACULAR ENGLISH

The negated past be paradigm has also been studied for AAVE in urban areas of

the United States (Labov, Cohen, Robbins, and Lewis, 1968; Wolfram, 1969; Weldon,

1994).  Weldon (1994: 361) points out, based on data from Columbus, Ohio, that

“wasn't is the near categorical negative auxiliary in past tense copular constructions.”  In

the positive paradigm, the typical pattern for AAVE speakers is to level the past tense of

be to was for all numbers and persons.  Unlike the comparatively restricted pattern of

was leveling that Schilling-Estes and Wolfram (1994) found for PSE on Ocracoke,

Labov et al. found rates above 80 percent for leveling plural environments to

was/wasn’t in their 1968 study of AAVE.1  In fact, as Wolfram, Hazen, and Tamburro

(1997:25) note, "both Labov et. al (1968:249) and Wolfram and Fasold (1974:157)

suggest that were may not even be part of AAVE at all.”  At the same time, though,

Wolfram, Hazen, and Tamburro (1997) do note that some were regularization has been

attested in AAVE, citing the observations of Labov et al. (1968:249) who document “a

moderate number of were forms in the singular.”

4.4 THE PATTERNING OF WAS/WERE VARIATION

Past tense be variation in Hyde County features alternation between the two

morphological forms was and were in both standard and non-standard usages.  In a
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number of examples, alternation between the two forms occurs in the same sentence, as

in “he was taking up for the boy, but he weren’t taking up for me” (02, 389). 

Throughout the speech sampled for this study both forms occur with subjects of all

persons and numbers, as illustrated in the many examples of typical cases of given

below.  As with the example above, the speaker’s number and the counter number

location of the example are given in parentheses following each example.

FIRST PERSON SINGULAR:  I
a. I was in there almost everyday (41, 2923)
b. down there where I were living at (12, 500)
c. I wadn't scared of 'em (14, 26)
d. I weren't ne-I weren't never 'round him (16, 160)

FIRST PERSON PLURAL:  we
a. one Sunday we was to one church (44, 816)
b. we were raised up from poor man's gravy (44, 322)
c. no, we wadn't never allowed to help with that (05, 449)
d. well really we weren't talking (30, 434)

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR: you
a. you was about-you was about four or five (05, 221)
b. the one you were to, you were to her house (50, 136)
c. you wadn't here (04, 3168)
d.  you weren’t that big then (49, 3448)

SECOND PERSON PLURAL: you
a. y'all was too big (49, 516)
b. y'all wasn't even born (47, 109)

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR— Pronoun
a. he was brought here from Africa (17, 114)
b. she were a midwife for all these children of mine (16, 2115)
c. she wadn't asking for nothing (38, 830)
d. well, [h]it weren't too big (03, 632)

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR— Noun Phrase
a. 'cause the majority of our school was white (35, 550)
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b. me partner who were hunting with me (31, 257)
c. but Janie wadn't the Momma (44, 55)
d. I decided the other four wheeler weren't big enough (40, 2347)

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR— Existential Phrase
a. I think there was a perception of the people (38, 764)
b. so there were a big fuss (49, 188)
c. there wadn't even a road through here (23, 147)
d. There weren’t room to walk between them (01, 328)

THIRD PERSON PLURAL— Pronoun
a. them was his sisters (43, 2232)
b. they were like cussing my momma out (20, 232)
c. naw, they said they wadn't gonna open (33, 21)
d. they weren't the regular teachers (30, 259)

THIRD PERSON PLURAL— Noun Phrase
a. these mens was down going 'round building (16, 820)
b. the rest of her children were born down here (49, 3440)
c. woods wadn't thick like they is now (23, 523)
d. see these highways weren't like they is now (16, 202)

THIRD PERSON PLURAL— Existential Phrase
a. there was some girls that wanted to jump me and my sister (20, 212)
b. there were six of us (03, 37)
c. it wadn't but four houses down that road (38, 71)
d. there weren't too many (14, 216)

4.5  ANALYSIS

This analysis of past tense be is based on 2,087 tokens, with 1,736 positive

tokens and 351 negative tokens2.  The primary goal of this analysis was to investigate

variability in the linguistic code and to draw conclusions about the patterning of the

linguistic system(s) based on the findings.  I used the  apparent time construct, which is

based on the assumption that the language of an age group reflects the language those
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speakers learned as children (see Labov,1972; Chambers, 1995; Bailey, Wilke, Tillery,

and Sand, 1991),  to make conclusions about diachronic change in a linguistic system. 

Both the current and historical status of past be regularization in the Hyde County

African-American speech community can be better understood by using a diachronic

analysis to examine the temporal developments in this paradigm.  At the same time,

there are critical details of past be regularization that need to be contextualized by

examining the variable synchronic nature of this process, specifically the effects of

certain linguistic environments that have been shown to constrain the leveling of these

paradigms.

4.6   EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

4.6.1  The Negative Paradigm

The data presented below for negative past tense leveling reveals a classic

pattern, illustrating a shift in apparent time.  The younger African-American speakers

are clearly shifting away from the older African-American speakers in terms of their use

of weren’t as a pivot form for leveling the past be paradigm.  Table 4.1 presents the data

for the incidence of negative leveling to were for the four age groups of African

Americans; the table also includes data from Wolfram, Thomas and Green (under

review) for Older Anglo-American speakers to provide a baseline comparison with the

local variety of PSE.
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Table 4.1:  Weren’t Regularization in Mainland Hyde County

LEVELING
OLD

ANGLO
AMERICAN

OLD
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

SENIOR
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

Leveled to
Weren’t

9/26
34.6%

34/74
45.9%

27/80
33.8%

11/66
16.7%

1/48
2.1%

Figure 4.1 graphically presents the difference between the four African-American age

groups and the older Anglo speakers by their raw percentages for leveled negative were.

 The frequency of weren’t clearly decreases with each generation.
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% Leveled

African American WEREN'T leveling

Anglo American WEREN'T leveling

Figure 4.1:  Percentages for leveling to Weren't in Mainland Hyde County
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When coupled with the data for leveling to wasn’t included below, the

encroaching use of wasn’t leveling emphatically points to this decrease in weren’t

leveling as a component of a change in progress.  Table 4.2 indicates that the shift to

using wasn’t as the pivot form for past be regularization began with the two older

generations of the African-American sample.

Table 4.2:  Wasn’t Regularization in Mainland Hyde County

LEVELING
OLD

AFRICAN
AMERICAN

SENIOR
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

Leveled to Wasn’t
8/24
30%

13/20
65%

18/21
85.7%

11/15
73.3%

Speakers included in the old age category appear to use wasn’t (30 percent) and weren’t

(45.9 percent) as the pivot form at substantial rates, indicating that the paradigm is being

leveled in two different directions at the same time.  Yet, as Figure 4.2 below

dramatically illustrates, the members of this speech community are clearly moving away

from using weren’t as the pivot form for regularizing this paradigm; the rate of weren’t

leveling consistently decreases with each new generation.  Conversely, the use of wasn’t

shows much higher frequencies over successive generations.  Although there is a small

drop between the middle and young generations, this is more likely a reflection of the

difficulty we had in obtaining interviews with vernacular teen-age speakers, and/or their
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use of less vernacular styles in the interview setting.
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African American WASN'T leveling

Figure 4.2:  Percentages for leveling to Weren't & Wasn’t in Mainland Hyde County

The inter-generational change in apparent time pictured in this graph suggests

that the two concurrent paradigms of past be regularization are not an example of one

unified system, but rather reflect two systems which may coexist during a transitional

period as the community changes from one paradigm to the other.  Moreover, the

dramatic difference in the rate of wasn’t between the old and senior category

emphasizes this shift as a potential replacement of one paradigm with another. 

Certainly, when the data is broken down by individual speaker, as in the table below,
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 Table 4.3 :  Negative Past Be Occurrences
                          by Individual Speaker

AGE
GROUP

SPEAKER
#

TOKENS
LEVELED
TO Weren't

TOKENS
LEVELED
TO Wasn't

02 9/ 9 0/4
Old 01 7/8 -

22 1/6 0/3
31 0/14 2/3
16 11 /12 2/4
17 4/12 2/5
14 0/6 2/3
43 2/8 2/2
46 4/5 -

Senior 11 3/5 1/5
44 0/23 2/2
50 0/4 3/3
03 7/7 -
23 9/23 6/9
45 0/7 1/1
49 4/7 0/1
30 5/8 1/4
40 3/5 -

Middle 12 2/4 -
38 0/17 9/9
47 0/7 3/3
24 1/11 3/3
05 0/8 2/2
06 0/6 -
42 0/9 3/3
28 0/3 2/3

Young 33 0/3 1/1
41 0/7 -
04 1/19 3/3
48 0/2 2/3
35 0/3 1/1
20 0/2 0/2
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many of the speakers seem to favor one pivot form over the other.  For example, speaker

number 38 plainly favors wasn’t, while speaker number 02 instead levels to weren’t.  At

the same time, other speakers do not select one distinct pivot form over the other; there

are cases where speakers seem quite transitional, having both regularization paradigms

co-existent.  On the whole, though, wasn’t appears to be replacing weren’t as the

leveled pivot form, with a variable transitional stage between paradigm shifts.

By progressively decreasing the use of the local pattern of weren’t leveling while

simultaneously increasing the use of wasn’t as the pivot form, each successive

generation aligns the speech community closer to the AAVE pattern.  This shift in

apparent time away from the localized structure is even more observable when the data

for the positive and negative paradigms are considered together.

4.6.2  The Positive Paradigm

The data for the positive paradigm reinforces this shift in apparent time as a

move away from the localized dialect structures by aligning the younger population with

the broader AAVE pattern of past be regularization.  Together, the data for positive and

negative was leveling clearly indicate evidence of a changing alignment.  The raw

percentages presented in Table 4.4, and illustrated graphically in Figure 4.3, indicate

extensive was leveling for the African-American speakers in comparison to the much

lower rate Wolfram, Thomas, and Green (under review) found for the older Anglo-
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American baseline population.  The high rates of the leveling to was regardless of

      Table 4.4:  Regularization of Positive Past be in Mainland Hyde County

LEVELING
OLD

ANGLO
AMERICA

N

OLD
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

SENIOR
AFRICAN

AMERICA
N

MIDDLE
AFRICAN

AMERICA
N

YOUNG
AFRICAN

AMERICA
N

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

Leveled to
Was

25/93
26.9 %

98/126
77.8%

86/150
57%

108/141
76.6%

61/98
62.2%
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Anglo American WAS leveling

Figure 4.3:  Percentages for leveling to Was in Mainland Hyde County
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generation are similar to those found for other studies of AAVE, such as Weldon

(1994). 

This positive leveling to was leaves the two older generations of African-

American speakers with a pattern similar to that of PSE— were leveling for negative

constructions co-existing with was leveling for positive constructions— while

simultaneously aligning the two younger generations with the more typical AAVE

pattern which regularizes was in both positive and negative constructions (Weldon

1994).   As we see in Figure 4.4, this point is even more dramatic when the rates for the

three pivot forms (was, wasn’t, and weren’t) are presented together.
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African American WASN'T Leveling

African American WAS Leveling

Figure 4.4:  Percentages for leveling to Weren't, Wasn’t & Was in Mainland Hyde
County
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Interestingly, this graph indicates a general decline in the incidence of positive

and negative leveling in the speech of the youngest speakers.  As expected, the Young

speakers have almost no weren’t leveling; yet, this age group also shows a drop in the

frequency of was and wasn’t leveling.   At first glance, this decrease in use of these

features associated with AAVE may seem to be inconsistent with the observation that

the speech community is moving towards a more general AAVE pattern, but there are

other explanations.  This is not an anomalous case for this sample, but rather a pattern

found for other features as well.  For example, Wolfram, Thomas, and Green (under

review) found the same pattern for the deletion of third singular –s, another feature well

documented for AAVE.

Below, I reproduce Wolfram, Thomas, and Green’s display to illustrate the

consistency of this pattern of fluctuation between the Senior, Middle, and Young age
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Euro.
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Figure 4.5: “Figure 15:  The patterning of 3rd sg. –s absence”
from Wolfram, Thomas, and Green (under review)
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groups.  The age categories Wolfram, Thomas, and Green use to divide their sample

population roughly correspond to the four categories used here, and are therefore

appropriate for comparison.  Even though the speakers in the Middle age category

continued to increase the rates at which they use these AAVE features, the Young

speakers decrease their use of the three morphosyntactic features.

The general decline in use of vernacular features by these young speakers may

be a reflection of sampling irregularities, or a systematic manipulation of variables.  I

noted above the difficulty in accessing the younger speech population.  Consequently,

within the overall sample, the younger speakers tended to be less vernacular than many

of their older counterparts.  Yet at the same time, the FTM technique obtained isolated

examples of highly vernacular styles from some of these very same speakers in

conversations with other participants when present during other participants’ interviews.

 Perhaps this apparent “decline” in vernacularity may actually be an increase in control

over, and concern for, style shifting.  At the same time, the speakers in the Young

category have had a great deal more education than the Old and Senior speakers (most

of whom did not make it past the sixth grade before having to give up school for the

fields and fish-houses).  Consequently the forces of standardization would likely have

had greater influence on the speech in the young category, which could account for both

a general decrease in vernacularity and/or an increase in repertoire of styles and style-

shifting capabilities.

Thus, despite the fluctuations in frequency, the graphic presentation of the

figures for past be leveling presented above indicates an overall movement by the
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African-American speakers away from the localized coastal identity in Hyde County. 

The incidence of weren’t leveling by the older segment of the African-American speech

community in Hyde County suggests that in some ways, the speech of this community

did at one time align with the pattern characteristic of the local Anglo-American

community.  Yet, in other ways— such as the long-standing use of leveled was— the

older speakers in the African-American community maintained distinctions between

their speech and the local variety.  Moreover, the progressive replacement of weren’t

with wasn’t as the pivot form for negative past be leveling clearly shifts the alignment

for the younger speakers in the community away from the local variety.  Likewise, even

with a feature like positive be leveling that the African-American speakers do

qualitatively share with their Anglo counterparts, the distinctive rates of use still

differentiate the African-American speakers.  Furthermore, the overall trend within the

community to progressively use was as the pivot form regardless of polarity suggests

that the younger speakers have abandoned the local pattern based on polarity in favor of

the more generalized version of was regularization typical of AAVE.

4.7  INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

In their study of Appalachian English, Wolfram and Christian (1976) noted the

significance of “the discovery that various social dialects in the United States are

differentiated from each other not only by discrete sets of features but also by variations

in the frequencies with which certain features occur” (2).  Indeed, within the study of
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past tense be regularization there have been a number of quantitative differences

documented between varieties that qualitatively share past be leveling (Trudgill, 1990;

Cheshire, 1982; Schilling-Estes & Wolfram, 1994; Hazen, 1996; Britain, 1997;

Tagliamonte, forthcoming; Wolfram & Sellers, forthcoming).  Tagliamonte’s recent

study of past be variation in York English in northeast England points to another reason

why “it is necessary to take into account the differing patterns of variation from

individualized contexts within the verbal paradigm and across different generations

within the same community”:  examining the fluctuation within variation allows us to

use the present to explain the past in that it provides insight into “how and to what

extent, a putative change may have occurred in was/were variation” (forthcoming: 34). 

For this reason, I provide a systematic distributional analysis of the internal linguistic

factors that have been shown to constrain past be variation.  Specifically, previous

studies have shown past be leveling to be sensitive to a type of subject constraint

(Schilling-Estes & Wolfram, 1994; Hazen, 1996; Britain, 1997; Tagliamonte,

forthcoming; Wolfram & Sellers, forthcoming). 

4.7.1   The Negative Paradigm

Table 4.5 presents the frequency of weren’t leveling for the four generations by

the grammatical person-number of the subject and the type of subject (i.e. personal

pronoun, noun phrase, etc…).  As many studies of weren’t leveling have found, the
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Table 4.5:  Weren’t Leveling By Subject Type

SUBJECT TYPE
OLD

AFRICAN
AMERICAN

SENIOR
AFRICAN

AMERICA
N

MIDDLE
AFRICAN

AMERICA
N

YOUNG
AFRICAN

AMERICA
N

COMBINE
D

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

Existential
There weren’t a dog there.

8/13
61.5%

12/37
32.4%

6/12
50.0%

0/8
0.0%

26/70
37.14%

NP
The dog  weren’t home.

4/10
40.0 %

5/10
50.0%

2/11
18.2%

1/7
14.3%

12/38
31.5%

3rd Pro
He weren’t home.

16/34
47.0%

9/29
31.0%

2/31
6.4%

0/23
0.0%

27/117
23.1%

1st Sing. Pro
I weren’t home.

6/18
33.3%

1/4
25.0%

1/12
8.3%

0/10
0.0%

8/44
18.2%

overall use of weren’t is greatest after existential subjects (Schilling-Estes & Wolfram,

1994;  Tagliamonte, forthcoming).  At the same time, though, the raw percentages

suggest a hierarchy of constraints slightly different from the patterns found for other

varieties that exhibit weren’t leveling.  To better contextualize this variation, I examine

the data using a multivariate analysis of the relevant internal and external factors, the

results of which are presented below in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6:  VARBRUL Results For Weren’t

Leveled to weren’t:

Input  Probability =   .27

    Subject Type:
Existential =   .62
3rd NP =   .55
3rd Pro =   .45
1st Sing. =   .38

Chi-Square per cell = .000

The VARBRUL analysis confirms the percentages presented in Table 4.6, indicating that

the type of subject has a systematic effect on its variability with a hierarchy of constraint

that favors existential phrases (e.g. There weren’t a dog there), and progressively

disfavors third person singular noun phrases (e.g. The dog weren’t home), third person

singular pronouns (e.g. He weren’t home), and first singular pronoun subjects,

respectively (e.g. I weren’t home).  This constraint hierarchy slightly differs

from the one Schilling-Estes & Wolfram (1994) found for the variety of PSE spoken on

Ocracoke Island, North Carolina, as seen in Figure 4.6  below.  Figure 4.6 also presents

the pattern of subject-type constraint that Wolfram & Sellers (forthcoming) found in

their study of weren’t leveling in a mainland North Carolina speech community.
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Figure 4.6:  Comparison of VARBRUL Probability Values for Leveling to weren’t

This comparative profile of constraint effects includes the pattern Wolfram & Sellers

(forthcoming) found for the mainland variety in addition to Schilling-Estes &

Wolfram’s (1994) findings for PSE on Ocracoke because the hierarchy for Hyde County

seems to be a combination of the patterns found for weren’t leveling in both the

mainland and coastal North Carolina varieties.

The constraint effect presented here for Hyde County shares some of the same

sensitivities to subject type that Wolfram & Sellers (forthcoming) found in their study of

the English variety spoken by the Native American Lumbee Indians in the tri-ethnic

rural setting of Robeson County, North Carolina.  In comparing their VARBRUL analysis

of the use of weren’t by the Lumbee to the pattern Schilling-Estes & Wolfram (1994)

found for Ocracoke Island, Wolfram & Sellers noted the reversal of existential and first
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singular subjects in the hierarchy of constraints.  The pattern found for the Lumbee

variety strongly favors weren’t following first person singular pronouns and strongly

disfavors leveled weren’t with existential subjects, whereas the use of weren’t by the

variety of PSE spoken on Ocracoke favors existentials while disfavoring first person

subjects. 

The Hyde County variety clearly follows the PSE pattern in its preference for

existential subjects.  At the same time though, the patterning of weren’t use in Hyde

County seems to follow the Lumbee pattern of favoring third person constructions with

noun phrase subjects (NPs) over those using pronouns.  Moreover, the limited

difference in favoring for the two types of third person subjects reinforces the similarity

to the constraint effect Wolfram and Sellers (forthcoming), found for the Lumbee.  Both

varieties not only share the same ordering of the two types of subjects, but also the same

clustering effect (of preference for third person NPs and pronouns with similar

weightings) within the overall hierarchy of subject type constraints.  In effect, the Hyde

County variety combines the two patterns by simply interchanging the Lumbee

preference for first person subjects with the PSE preference for existentials, as

illustrated below.
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Hyde County AAVE Lumbee Vernacular English

Existential    1st pronoun
3rd noun phrase    3rd noun phrase
3rd pronoun    3rd pronoun
1st pronoun    Existential

Figure  4.7 :  A comparative diagram of the hierarchy of subject type constraint found
    for Hyde County AAVE and Lumbee Vernacular English

More importantly, the shared favoring effect of full NPs over pronouns points up the

significance of this particular sensitivity to subject type.  This reversal of the Ocracoke

pattern of preference for third singular pronouns over third singular noun phrases is not

surprising in the context of the pattern Wolfram, Thomas, and Green (under review)

found for verbal –s attachment with third person plural subjects.

Similar to the findings presented here for the use of leveled weren’t, Wolfram,

Thomas, and Green (under review) found the African Americans in their study of verbal

-s attachment to be quite like the older Anglo Americans in the shared use of the feature,

yet different in the type of subject constraint.  Wolfram, Thomas, and Green found that

while the Anglo-American speakers restrict the attachment of -s to plural noun phrase

subjects, the African Americans generalize the rule to verbs occurring with plurals

regardless of the type of subject.  Likewise, a similar rule extension explanation could

account for the favoring effect for weren’t use with third singular pronouns in the

speech of this African-American sample.  Whereas the Ocracoke variety of PSE

strongly disfavors the use of leveled weren’t with noun phrase subjects, the Hyde
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County African Americans have extended the PSE rule to include both types of  third

singular subject types for leveled weren’t.

Evidently, the internal constraints of weren’t is an area that needs further

investigation.  In order to better contextualize this subtle but significant differences,

further study will need to determine if the mainland Hyde County variety of PSE spoken

by the Anglo population follows the same constraint pattern Schilling-Estes & Wolfram

(1994) found for the Ocracoke variety.  Specifically, a larger study of the local Anglo-

American variety will be necessary to generate enough tokens for a similar analysis of

the effect of subject type constraints.  In addition, the raw percentages of the breakdown

of weren’t leveling by subject type indicate a need for further study within the African-

American speech community in Hyde County.  The percentages are presented again

here, in graphic format, to illustrate the fluctuation of these subject type constraints

between the four age categories.
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Figure 4.8:  The Incidence of Weren’t Leveling By Subject Type

Figure 4.8 clearly presents a steady decline in the use of leveled weren’t

following third and first singular pronouns, reinforcing the hypothesis that the patterning

of the constraint effects for leveled weren’t follows the rule generalization Wolfram,

Thomas, and Green (under review) found for plural verbal –s attachment.  Similar to the

pattern found for the use of weren’t leveling in this study, Wolfram, Thomas, and Green

found plural verbal –s attachment to be rapidly receding in Hyde County African-

American speech, and it appears to no longer exist at all in the speech of the younger

speakers. 

At the same time, this graph does not illustrate this same consistent decline in

the occurrence of weren’t after existential and third singular noun phrase subjects.  In
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contrast to the steady drop in use seen with the pronoun subjects, there is fluctuation

between the different generations in their use of weren’t with noun phrase and

existential subjects.  Within the overall decline in the use of this feature by the African-

American speech community, there appears to be some variation in the subject

constraint.  Further study specifically focusing on the speakers that do use this feature

could better quantify these sensitivities to subject type and thus better contextualize how

such constraint effects may interact with the overall shift away from this localized

dialect structure. 

Although the presence of weren’t leveling does not qualitatively differentiate the

Hyde County African Americans variety of English from other dialects that use this

feature, the profile of the type of subjects that constrain the patterning of weren’t

leveling among the older speakers does provide insight into the presence of this feature

in their speech.  While the hierarchy of constraints points to unique differences that

differentiate this speech community’s use of weren’t, it simultaneously shows an

alignment with the leveling that has been studied for PSE on Ocracoke.  In this way, the

patterning of the incidence of leveled weren’t effectively reinforces this feature as an

assimilated localized dialect structure even though regularized weren’t  has been

documented elsewhere in North Carolina.

4.7.2  The Positive Paradigm

 In addition to investigating the independent linguistic effects for negative past
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be,  a VARBRUL analysis was also used to investigate the systematic variation within

positive past be  leveling for this speech community.  The raw percentages for leveling

the positive past be paradigm to was are presented in Table 4.7, and Table 4.8 presents

the VARBRUL analysis for subject type effect.

     Table 4.7:  Was Leveling By Subject Type

SUBJECT TYPE
OLD

AFRICAN
AMERICAN

SENIOR
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE
AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG
AFRICAN

AMERICAN
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%

Existential
There was any dogs.

15/18
83.3%

11/16
68.8%

13/13
100%

3/4
75%

2nd Sing/Plrl Pro
You was at home.

5/5
100%

5/8
62.5%

3/8
37.5%

3/5
60%

1st Plural
We was at home.

10/14
71.4%

16/31
51.6%

38/47
80.9%

26/33
78.8%

NP
The dogs was at home.

27/29
93.1%

31/43
72.1%

27/31
87.1%

13/19
68.4%

3rd Plural Pro
They was at home.

42/60
70%

22/51
43%

27/42
64.3%

15/36
41.7%

Table 4.8:  VARBRUL Results For Was

Leveled to was:

Input  Probability =   .70

Existential =   .67
3rd NP =   .64
1st pl. =   .53
2nd Sing./pl. Pro =   .41
3rd pl. Pro =   .36

Chi square per cell =.000
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The hierarchy of constraints for positive leveling to was in the Hyde County

African-American speech community aligns with a more broadly based subject-verb

concord pattern found for other varieties of English.  The favoring effect of full NPs

over pronouns aligns this variety with a diachronically recurrent constraint pattern for

subject-verb concord in English (Bailey, Maynor and Cukor-Avila, 1989; Montgomery,

1989, 1994; Tagliamonte, 1997; Smith and Tagliamonte, forthcoming). 

At the same time, the constraint orderings also reinforce the argument made

above for an analogical generalization of constraint effect.  Although Wolfram, Thomas,

and Green (under review) did find that verbal –s attachment was generalized to both NP

and pronoun plural subjects, their sample of Hyde County African Americans still

showed a strong preference for using this feature with NP subjects over pronouns. 

Likewise, the VARBRUL analysis for was leveling presented in Table 4.8 above shows a

corresponding NP > pronoun effect for the African Americans sampled here.  Moreover,

Wolfram and Sellers (forthcoming) noted the same alignment of constraints between

these two morphosyntactic features in their study of Lumbee Vernacular English.  The

use of both plural verbal –s attachment (Dannenberg & Wolfram, 1997) and positive

leveling to was (Wolfram & Sellers, forthcoming) has also been documented for the

Lumbee, in which both features have been shown to follow the NP > pronoun constraint

effect.

As the analysis of the hierarchy of constraints for weren’t indicated above, the

correspondence in sensitivity to internal constraints for leveling past tense be and verbal

–s attachment to plural subjects needs to be investigated further.  For the purpose of this
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examination, however, the long-term high frequencies of leveled was in the speech of

the Hyde County African Americans seems more significant than the systematic

distributional analysis of the internal linguistic factors.  Specifically, the distinctive high

rates of leveled was across all four generations reinforces the conclusion that this speech

community is moving away from the PSE pattern of bipolar alignment of weren’t and

was, and closer to the more typical AAVE pattern which uses was as the pivot form

regardless of polarity.  In this way, the data for past be leveling give us insight into how

this pattern aligns with AAVE as well as PSE-- or perhaps more specifically, how this

variety is moving away from any previous alignment with PSE and closer to the pattern

more often associated with AAVE. 
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1 Independent rates for the positive and negative paradigms are not available for this
data because Labov et al.(1968)did not make this distinction.
2  Included in the 351 negative tokens of past be were 4 tokens of full negative forms
(e.g. and I was not even having that (20, 231)).
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5.  PRESENT TENSE BE 

5.1 COPULA ABSENCE

The systematic variation of the copula between full, contracted, and zero

realizations is one of the original features sociolinguists focused on as variation studies

became established.  Today, copula absence is still at the heart of variation studies, and

has become one of the most thoroughly studied examples of systematic variation in

language (Bailey & Maynor, 1987; Baugh, 1980; Holm, 1984; Labov, 1969; Labov,

Cohen, Robins, &Lewis, 1968; Poplack & Sankoff, 1987; Rickford, Ball, Blake,

Jackson, & Martin, 1991, Winford, 1992a, 1992b; Weldon, 1994; Blake, 1997; Hannah,

1997; Rickford, 1997, 1998). 

Within the study of AAVE, the absence of copula and auxiliary for contractible

forms of is and are has been one of the most highlighted structures (e.g. Labov 1969,

Wolfram 1969, Baugh 1983, Rickford 1997, 1998).  Furthermore, as Winford

(1998:109) notes,  “The patterns of copula absence found in AAVE have figured

prominently in the debate over its origins,” particularly in how it relates to copula

systems of Caribbean English creoles and dialects of American English.  This is in part

because copula absence has been well documented for both African-American and

creole varieties of English, but has not been consistently found for Anglo-American

varieties.  Consequently, when it has been found in Southern rural varieties of Anglo-
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American English (Wolfram 1974, Bailey & Maynor 1985), because of its relatively

restricted incidence, its presence in these varieties has been attributed to assimilation

from African-American speech rather than to donor dialects in the British Isles

(Wolfram 1974).

Rather than looking at copula absence as a means of establishing the roots of

African-American speech, this examination, studies the use of copula absence as a

marker of ethnolinguistic alignment.  This is possible because, even though some rural

Southern Anglo-American vernacular varieties do share copula absence to a limited

degree with AAVE, Pamlico Sound English does not appear to be one of them.  In their

study of PSE spoken on Ocracoke, Wolfram, Hazen, and Tamburro (1997) found that

like most Anglo-American varieties of American English, PSE did not have null

copulas.  Likewise, Wolfram, Thomas, and Green (under review) found extremely low

rates of copula deletion (1 percent is deletion, and 4.3 percent are deletion) for the

elderly Anglo-American sample they used for their baseline comparison group. 

Consequently, copula absence can be used as a diagnostic feature for PSE since it does

not appear to be a feature of Anglo-American PSE, but is a noteworthy feature of 

AAVE.  Simply put, the presence or absence copula/auxiliary deletion in the speech of

this sample will reflect an alignment with either AAVE or PSE. 
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5.2  THE PATTERNING OF PRESENT TENSE BE

Present tense be variation in Hyde County features alternation in the realization

of the copula.  As the examples below illustrate, with the exception of first person

singular subjects, the copula can be realized with either a full (a), contracted (b), or null

(c) form with subjects of all persons and numbers.  The examples of variation in the use

of present tense copula given below include the speaker’s number and the counter

number location of the example in parentheses following each example.

FIRST PERSON PLURAL

a. we are kin some kinda way (30,101)
b. and we’re non-violent( 47, 605)
c. me and your daddy ø gonna work (47, 860)

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR/ PLURAL

a. [no examples]
b. you’re welcome (14, 1068)
c. you ø talking about cousin Levan's (47, 205)

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR

a. all you got to do is go out there (31, 172)
b. Abbey's what I call a strong willed child (49, 294)
c. she ø real skinny and bony (42, 500)

THIRD PERSON PLURAL

a. her kids are in New York (30, 734)
b. they're gonna tear all this off (03, 455)
c. people down here, they ø nosy (04, 3152)

Many vernacular varieties, including AAVE, regularize the irregular paradigm of

the verb be by leveling the variants to one pivot form, most often is.  As the examples
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below illustrate, present tense be variation in Hyde County also features standard and

non-standard alternation between the two morphological forms is and are when the

copula is realized (i.e. either a full (a) or contracted (b) form).

FIRST PERSON PLURAL

a. all us is in bad shape (43, 272)
b. well we's all over the place (14, 1027)

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR/ PLURAL

a. you girls is single (22, 675)
b. if you's going towards Stumpy Point

THIRD PERSON PLURAL

a. all the boys is dead (49, 3415)
b.  they's over here doing our family tree (04, 2201)

5.2 ANALYSIS

This analysis of present tense be is based on 1,048 tokens of possible

occurrences of the copula/auxliary deletion.  Despite its usual treatment as a

phonological process, this variable is treated as a morphosyntactic feature.  As Wolfram,

Hazen, and Tamburro (1997) found, this feature did not indicate “the kinds of

sensitivities to phonological environments” typically expected when this process is

entirely phonological.  Similar to the analysis of past tense be, the primary goal of this

quantitative examination was to investigate the variability in the linguistic code and to

draw conclusions about the structure of the linguistic system(s).  In order to draw
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conclusions about both the current and historical status of the use of copula absence in

the Hyde County African-American speech community, I again use an apparent time

construct for a diachronic analysis.  At the same time, though, the synchronic status of

copula absence in this sample must also be determined in order to qualify any

diachronic development traced by the temporal model.

5.4  EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

The raw figures of copula absence for each of the four African-American

generations are given in the table below.  In addition to presenting the overall rate of

absence for each generation, Table 5.1 also presents data for the group of older Anglo-

American speakers that Wolfram, Thomas, and Green (under review) include as a

baseline comparison for the incidence of this feature in the speech of the local Anglo

community. As both Table 5.1 and the graphic presentation in Figure 5.1 indicate,

Table 5.1:  The Incidence of Copula Absence in Hyde County

COPULA

ABSENCE
OLD

ANGLO

AMERICAN

OLD

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

SENIOR

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG

AFRICAN

AMERICAN
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%

No./Tot
%

5/193
2.6%

42/160
26.3%

75/277
27.1%

72/277
26.0%

111/317
35.0%
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copula absence is clearly a distinctly African-American trait in Hyde County.  The use

of null copula by the baseline Anglo-American group is extremely limited.  The

African-American community, on the other hand, has consistent incidences of copula

absence, at what appears to be relatively stable rates.  Moreover, the consistent rates

between the four generations indicate that the external factor of age category does not

seem to constrain the use of this feature in the speech of the African-American sample

other than a relative increase in frequency for the young category of speakers.  

Moreover, as Figure 5.1 illustrates use of null copula is apparently a long-standing

feature in this African-American variety of English.

0

25

50

75

100

Old Senior Middle Young

% Absence

African American Copula Absence

Anglo American Copula Absence

Figure 5.1:  The incidence of copula absence in Hyde County
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5.5  INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

Study of the diachronic development of copula absence in Hyde County must be

qualified with an analysis of the synchronic status of copula absence.  Specifically, the

effects of certain linguistic environments have been shown to constrain the use of

copula absence.  Following the tradition of other studies (e.g. Labov, 1969; Baugh,

1983; Rickford, 1997), I consider constraint effects for the copula form (is vs. are),

subject type (NP vs. pronoun) and predicate complement type (predicate nominative,

predicate adjective, predicate locative, verb – ing  and gonna).

A breakdown of the incidence of copula absence by the two morphological

variants, is and are, is presented below in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2:  The Incidence of Copula Absence for Each Generation
by Morphological Form

COPULA

ABSENCE
OLD

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

SENIOR

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG

AFRICAN

AMERICAN
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%

Is Absence
11/89
12.4%

34/172
19.8%

21/156
13.5%

42/187
22.5%

Are Absence
31/71
43.7%

41/105
39.0%

51/121
42.1%

69/130
53.1%
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Figure 5.2:  Copula absence in Hyde County by morphological form

The data presented in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 suggest that the incidence of copula

absence favors deletion of are over is; however, these figures are likely skewed by the

speech community’s use of leveled is.  As Wolfram and Fasold (1974) observed, the

present tense of be is often regularized in rural Southern vernaculars, with is being used

regardless of number (e.g. We is, you is, they is).  Such leveling makes the determination

of deleted is and are cases ambiguous since a sentence such as they ø nosy (04, 3152)1

might have been counted as a case of are deletion from they’re nosy or is deletion from

they’s nosy. 

In the data used for this study, there were extensive rates of leveling to is in
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plural present tense environments.  The rate of is leveling was determined by examining

the total number of full and contracted forms that followed plural subjects, and

tabulating the total number of tokens for each of the two forms, are and is, that occurred

within that environment.  Table 5.3 below summarizes the incidence of leveled is for

are. In the data collected for present tense be, nearly half (49.2 percent) of all the

occurrences in which some form of the copula was present were leveled to is.  In order

to get an accurate determination of the constraining effect of  morphological form for

the incidence of copula absence, the tabulations needed to be adjusted to account for the

occurrence of leveled is.

Table 5.3:  Distribution of Tokens After Plural Subject

Form Is Are

full & contracted
total = 2362

116
49.2%

120
50.8%

The initial tabulations of copula absence presented above in Table 5.3 counted all

deletions that occurred in a plural context3 as an absence of  are. To account for the is

leveling, 49.2 percent of those tokens were instead counted as deletions of is rather than

deletions of are.

Specifically, there were 192 tokens of copula absence after a plural subject in the

data for this population of speakers.  Therefore, 94 of the 192 tokens of copula absence

were distributed between the age categories based on each category’s individual rate of
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is leveling.4  The breakdown of is leveling by age group is presented below in Table 5.4.

 The formula for calculating potential are and is cases is as follows:  (percentage leveled

are) x (total standard are contexts) per age group.

Table 5.4:  Is Leveling by Age Group

Leveled is
OLD

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

SENIOR

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

TOTAL

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

No./Tot
%

combined
full &
contracted

16/40
40%

37/65
56.9%

40/70
57.1%

23/61
37.7%

116/236
49.2%

The actual number of tokens that occurred in a plural context for each of the four age

groups is given below in Table 5.5.  The second row of the table presents the number of

tokens that were adjusted for each category based on the rate of is leveling found for

that group.
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Table 5.5:  Tokens of Copula Absence in Plural Environment

COPULA

ABSENCE

OLD

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

SENIOR

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

total plural tokens 31 41 51 69

plural tokens
counted as deleted

is
13 24 30 27

Using the numbers presented in the second row of Table 5.5 (above), Table 5.6 (below)

re-summarizes the incidence of copula absence for is and are taking the frequency of

leveled is into account.  Figure 5.3 graphically presents these adjusted rates. 

Table 5.6:  The Incidence of Copula Absence Adjusted for Is Leveling

ADJUSTED

COPULA

ABSENCE

OLD

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

SENIOR

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

MIDDLE

AFRICAN

AMERICAN

YOUNG

AFRICAN

AMERICAN
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%
No./Tot

%

Is
Absence

24/102
23.5%

58/196
29.6%

51/186
27.4%

69/214
32.2%

Are
Absence

18/58
31%

17/81
21%

21/91
23.1%

42/103
40.1%
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Figure 5.3:  The patterning of copula absence adjusted for is leveling

The graphic presentation in Figure 5.3 illustrates the significance of accounting

for leveled is when calculating the total number of deletions for the two variants.  When

the tabulations were adjusted to account for the tendency to level plural environments of

present tense be, the relationship between is and are deletion changes significantly. 

This figure does not illustrate a clear-cut preference for either form, whereas the initial

tabulations above indicated that are favors absence over is— the pattern typically

documented for copula absence (Labov, 1969;  Rickford, 1998). 

Figure 5.3 also indicates that even after adjusting for leveled is there is little

external variation in the incidence of copula absence.  The rates of deletion for the four
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age groups are relatively consistent, although there does seem to be a slight change

between the two age groups in the middle, and the old and young speakers.  However,

without more dramatic variation, it is difficult to be certain that this is not a product of

the adjustments made to the tabulations to account for the rates of is leveling. 

Regardless, Figure 5.3 still reaffirms that copula absence is a longstanding feature in the

speech of the African-American community in Hyde County.

The results of the VARBRUL analysis of the effects of morphological form and

age category on the incidence of copula absence using the tabulations adjusted for is

leveling are presented in Table 5.7.  Other than the preference found for the

Table 5.7:  VARBRUL Results for Morphological Form and Age Category

Input probability =  .29

is/are: is    =  .50
are =  .50

    Age Category:    Old =  .47
Senior =  .48
Middle =  .46
Young =  .57

Chi square per cell =  .750

young category within the external factor of age, the VARBRUL results confirm the

limited influence of age and form as constraining factors on copula absence in Hyde

County. 
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In addition to examining the independent constraint effects for morphological

form, I also looked at preceding subject type and following predicate complement type

as constraining factors for the incidence of copula absence.5  The systematic variation in

the type of predicate complement following examples of copula absence has been a

particularly important part of studying null copulas; a number of varieties of AAVE 

have been shown to have similar hierarchies of constraint for this factor (Labov, 1972;

Wolfram, 1974).  Table 5.8 summarizes the occurrence of copula absence by predicate

complement type in the speech of the Hyde County African-American community.

     Table 5.8:  The Incidence of Copula Absence by Predicate Complement Type

COPULA

ABSENCE

PREDICATE
NOMINATIVE

(NP)

PREDICATE
ADJECTIVE

(ADJ)

PREDICATE
LOCATIVE

(LOC)

VERB

 -ing
GONNA

No./Tot
%

43/244
17.6%

103/402
25.6%

32/157
20.3%

79/168
47%

43/58
74.1%
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Predicate Complement Type Following Copula Absence
in Studies of AAVE

Figure 5.4 presents a comparative profile of the constraint effect of predicate

complement type for a number of different varieties of AAVE.  The graph includes data

from traditional AAVE sources such as Labov’s (1969) study of New York City and

Wolfram’s (1969) Detroit study, as well as more recent studies of rural varieties such as

Hazen (forthcoming).  As Figure 5.4 indicates, the pattern found here for the Hyde

County speakers is the same pattern found in most varieties of AAVE.   Typically the

hierarchy of constraint favors NP < Adj < Loc < V-ing < Gonna, although there is
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occasional fluctuation between the ordering of Adj and Loc (most likely due to the

ambiguous overlap in the coding of these examples).  All of the varieties profiled here

share the overall constraint hierarchy typically found for AAVE, although with varying

favoring effects.

As Table 5.9 indicates, the use of copula absence in this variety also aligns with

the subject type constraint typically found for AAVE.  The incidence of null copula in

Hyde County seems to clearly favor a pronoun subject over a noun phrase.

Table 5.9:  The Incidence of Copula Absence by Subject Type

COPULA

ABSENCE
NOUN PHRASE PRONOUN

No./Tot
%

73/376
19.4%

227/654
34.7%

At the same time, the preference for deletion with pronoun subjects may be less a

subject-type constraint effect than perhaps the influence of the preceding phonological

environment.  Other examinations of the internal constraints for copula absence

(Rickford et al., 1991) have pointed out that most pronouns end in a vowel, and

consequently this may actually by more of a phonological constraint than a syntactical

one per se.  On the other hand, I included in my tabulations object position pronouns

used in subject positions (e.g. them going home), which often do not end in a vowel. 
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Considering this, the preference for pronoun subjects found here for copula absence is

more likely the constraining factor.

The VARBRUL analysis of these two independent linguistic effects for the Hyde

County African-American speakers confirmed the constraining effect for these two

internal factors suggested by the descriptive statistics presented above.  Table 5.10

presents the VARBRUL results, indicating that the variable constraints of preceding

subject type and following predicate complement do indeed pattern very similarly to the

favoring effects found in other studies of AAVE (Labov 1969; Rickford 1998).

Table 5.10:  VARBRUL RESULTS for Subject and Predicate Complement Type

Input probability =  .28

    Subject:    NP        =  .41
pro        =  .55

Pred. Comp.: nom =  .41
adj =  .47
loc  =  .39
V-ing  =  .68  
gonna   =  .87

    Chi square per cell =  .505

The results presented in this analysis show a significant discontinuity in both

earlier and current versions of African-American and the Anglo-American speech

community in Hyde County with respect to copula absence.  At the same time, the

variable constraints on copula absence for AAVE in Hyde County revealed in the
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VARBRUL analysis closely parallel those found in other studies:  preceding pronouns

favor absence over NPs, and the complements gonna and verb -ing favor absence over

predicate nominatives and predicate adjectives.  Even though this variety does not

demonstrate the usual clear-cut preference for deleting are over is— which may actually

be an indirect consequence of the variety’s extensive use of leveled is— both the overall

use of copula absence and the other parallel constraint patterns do align this variety’s

use of the null copula with that documented in other varieties of AAVE.  Moreover,

copula absence has clearly been, and continues to be, a distinguishing trait of AAVE in

the Pamlico Sound region.
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1 The speaker’s number and the counter number location of the example.
2  The rate of is leveling was determined out of 236 tokens although there were only 235
tokens considered as non-applications of copula absence (i.e. the combined total of
contracted and full tokens).  One of the tokens of plural present tense be that occurred as
a full form was a “don’t count” case for copula absence tabulation; however, the form
could have been leveled to is and so was included as a “count” case for these
tabulations.
3 For the purposes of this discussion, I include second singular contexts in my
tabulations for potential plural contexts.
4  In order to account for statistical truncation, when the overall rate of is leveling was
broken down by age group the adjusted tokens were distributed between the age
categories based on each individual category’s approximate rate of is leveling.  In other
words, when converting each percentage back to an integer, the number of tokens for
each age group was rounded up to the next whole integer regardless of which integer
was “nearest.”  In this way, the adjustment for leveled is more exactly represents the
overall rate of is leveling while still representing the individual rates of each age
category. 
5  Since preceding subject type and following predicate complement are both
independent linguistic factors, adjusting for is leveling is not necessary for predicate
complements.  Therefore, I used the initial tabulations of copula absence for this
analysis, which is why the frequencies presented are not broken down by morphological
form. 
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6.  CONCLUSIONS

With respect to the Hyde County African-American coastal vernacular variety,

my examination found a mixed alignment of linguistic features.  In some ways, this

African-American speech community appears to bridge through the wetlands in its

correspondence to other varieties of AAVE— though, in other ways it appears to bridge

across the Pamlico Sound to Ocracoke.  On the whole, however, the combination of

both a diachronic and synchronic analysis of this relatively isolated variety of African-

American speech suggests more of an ethnolinguistic alignment with AAVE than the

local variety of PSE.

 Although the pattern of past tense weren’t leveling shows participation in a

distinctive Pamlico Sound dialect trait, the African-American community is clearly

moving away from that participation.  At the same time, the longstanding use of both

leveled was and copula absence are two features of earlier AAVE in Hyde County that

appear to counter the Anglo alignment that the older speakers’ use of weren’t implies.

In fact, the long-standing presence of leveled was and copula absence clearly

distinguishes the African American speech community, making its speech quite

disconnected from the traditional Pamlico Sound English variety.  As Wolfram,

Thomas, and Green (under review) note, this differentiation between the older Anglo

and African American communities supports Clarke’s (1997:253) contention that

“Early AAVE, then, appears by no means to simply reflect present-tense concord
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patterns in the nonstandard white varieties with which they came into contact.”

 As the examination of the independent linguistic factors in this study

emphasized, the historic language-contact situation obviously resulted in some

significant reconfigurations of dialect features.  For example, the incidence of leveled

weren’t by the African-Americans speakers in this study extends the typical subject type

constraint previously found for leveled weren’t in Anglo varieties of PSE.  Additionally,

although not the focus of this study, the data also included evidence of adoption by the

younger African Americans of newer features of broad-based AAVE, such as habitual

be with verb –ing (e.g.  they be playing Chris Rock video (35, 669)).

The features this examination focused on evidenced divergence of the African-

American speakers from their Anglo-American vernacular cohorts.  Both the past and

present paradigms of be indicate that local dialect features are being replaced by a more

widespread, common-core set of AAVE features.  Although the unique Pamlico Sound

dialect features may be receding for all speakers, the replacive norms for some features

are obviously quite different for the two communities.  Thus, divergence may take place

whether or not there is evidence for the independent development of AAVE away from

comparable Anglo-American vernaculars (Butters 1989; Dayton 1996).

This pattern of mixed alignment in which a very distinct feature of the local

variety is shared while speakers simultaneously maintain a selective set of distinctive

structures suggests several possible explanations.  One possibility is that the differences

found in AAVE and Pamlico Sound English represented by the oldest speakers in this

sample simply reflect a time lag in language change, and that the dialects of Hyde

County African Americans and Anglo Americans actually were identical at an earlier
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time period.  This of course must be qualified by the data’s limitations on time depth;

even though the community has existed for almost three centuries this data reflects an

apparent time construct that only extends back to the turn of the 20th century.

Consequently, it is possible that structures such as copula absence and leveled was may

have been shared at one time by both communities and that the Anglo-American

community has now moved away from this pattern while the African American

community has been slower to change.  However, as Wolfram, Thomas, and Green

(under review) noted, this explanation is highly unlikely.  For example, the extremely

limited incidence of copula absence in the local Anglo variety of PSE suggests that it is

reasonable to conclude that copula absence is a longstanding, distinctive structure of the

Hyde County African-American community.

Another possibility is that Hyde County African Americans and Anglo

Americans shared a common dialect at an earlier stage and that the African Americans

independently developed structures over time to set them apart from their Anglo

cohorts.  Although many of the features studied here could be considered solely as

examples of independent language change based on natural principles such as rule

extension and regularization, this would be ignoring the larger context of the inclusion

of these features in the core constellation of morphosytntactic features documented for

AAVE in a host of other communities throughout the United States.  As Wolfram,

Thomas, and Green (under review) observe, it would be highly coincidental for these

structures to result from parallel, independent development in Hyde County when they

are so widespread in the varieties of AAVE spoken throughout the U.S.
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Obviously, this study alone will not be able to determine which of these

possibilities best settles the convergence/divergence controversy.  For example, some of

the earlier dialect features in the English variety spoken by Hyde County African

Americans were obviously quite congruent with unique, localized varieties of English

spoken by their Anglo-American cohorts.  At the same time, this examination also

found evidence for long-standing, selective structural differences in the Anglo-

American and African-American varieties.  Some of the data indicate that the adoption

of localized structures was not entirely isomorphic.

My study can, however, qualify this linguistic variation with its socio-historical

context.  In order to fully understand the shift in apparent time reflected in this

examination, it is important to remember to look to the sociocultural backdrop against

which this change in ethnolinguistic alignment takes place.  As Eckert points out, "to

the extent that social and political events can affect the way people speak, age

differences in variation can reflect social and political change" (1997: 167).  The

turbulent social history surrounding this apparent time shift in ethnolinguistic alignment

suggests that it is a reflection of the changing times in which the younger African-

American speakers grew up.  In other words, the shift towards the AAVE pattern in the

speech of these Hyde County African-Americans is likely intertwined with issues of

ethnic solidarity since, after all, the speakers included in the Middle category were

adolescents during the Hyde County school boycott, the Civil Rights Movement, and

the onset of the county’s economic recession, which has been riddled with job

discrimination.
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Perhaps the abrupt shift in the social setting of this time period created emic

cohorts, or maybe even new social/ethnic identities.  By emic cohort I refer to the

distinction Eckert (1997:155) outlines for the grouping of speakers in community

studies according to some shared experience of time, as in shared life stage or history.  I

make this distinction to emphasize the culturally-specific nature of aging rather than its

arbitrary incremental chronology.  In this particular culture, a heightened awareness of

racial solidarity, indicated by the political organizing of the African-American

community in Hyde County, is part of a sociolinguistic background that helps account

for the differences between PSE and the high percentages of was leveling, the presence

of copula deletion, and the extensive regularization of are to is that characterize the

African-American speech sampled here.

Likewise, the downward spiral of the county's economy increasingly pushes this

community out from its social isolation.  As Hyde County residents increasingly have to

look for jobs outside of the county, the increase in mobility accordingly expands the

community’s social networks.  This is especially true for the young generation included

in this study since they are the first generation raised with truly modern technology in a

county where the pace of progress has been so dramatically slow.

Not only have the speakers in the young age category been raised with such

resources as cars, telephones, and televisions—not to mention computers and the

internet— but they have also been affected by the increased interaction and awareness

of outside norms that go along with such technology.  Moreover, as the population

increasingly declines, the dating pool does so as well. This is not a trivial matter in such

an isolated area so dense with overlapping kinship systems.  As a number of our
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community participants mentioned, many of the younger members of the community

are forced to look outside the county in order to avoid dating family.  Consequently,

social interaction  progressively increases contact with other varieties for these once

relatively isolated speakers.  In many cases such interaction involves less isolated, and

relatively more urban, varieties of AAVE.  In this way, with each successive generation,

the ties of social networks outside the county grow in number and strength for this

community of speakers.  Correspondingly, this increased interaction outside of the

county theoretically increases the amount of linguistic contact for the speakers of this

dialect, which may also be an important part of understanding all the different directions

this variety is being pulled at one time.

This examination of a long-term, historically isolated bi-racial community in

Hyde County demonstrates the value of investigating enclaves with a distinct dialect

heritage.  Specifically, such studies contribute critical insight to our understanding of

the role localized dialects may have played in the development of earlier vernacular

varieties spoken by African Americans.  Consequently, examinations such as this one

begin to work towards fulfilling two needs in the current scholarship on varieties of

African-American speech, especially AAVE.  First, synchronic inquiries into the extent

to which regional patterns influence AAVE allow us to better understand variation and

change in contemporary AAVE.  Moreover, combining synchronic analysis with

diachronic study is a resourceful means of contributing to the limited corpora of

evidence documenting the early development of AAVE.

Yet, as this investigation clearly illustrates, data produced by such studies do not

necessarily work to resolve the debate surrounding the research on African-American
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speech.  The results presented here may even stimulate further debate.  However

contentious, data from long-term, bi-racial situations such as Hyde County have much

to teach us about the local context of earlier African-American speech, as well as the

current dynamics of change in relation to the contact communities in which African

Americans have defined and continue to define their sociolinguistic existence.

One of the important lessons to be taken from examinations such as this one—

as the conflicting alignment for the past and present be paradigms points out— is that

researchers must carefully contextualize the selection of structures for investigating

earlier African-American speech.  A very different picture of earlier African-American

speech might emerge if a researcher focussed on past tense be regularization as opposed

to variation in the realizations of present tense be.  A representative picture of earlier

African-American speech can emerge only if we expand the lens to include a wide array

of dialect structures.  For example, the conclusions of Wolfram, Thomas, and Green

(under review) point to the need to include overall profiles of vowel systems as well as

tense, aspect, and modal systems.

While selective, single-structure studies may reveal significant insight into a

particular linguistic process and/or on a particular dimension of an ethnolinguistic

boundary, such studies may obscure or even distort our understanding of the overall

relationship of African-American speech to other varieties.  This would certainly be the

case if my investigation had only examined the past tense paradigm for be:  without

context and comparison, such a sample from the creeks and canals of Hyde County’s

marshland could otherwise seem clearer than it actually is.  It will be interesting to see

what further ethnolinguistic boundaries (both historical and contemporary) that further
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study of this community in mainland Hyde County will be able to map out for these

wetlands.

Erik Thomas 1998
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